JISAKOS Article Processing Charges: A Guide for Authors
JISAKOS is a Gold Open Access Journal. That means that the journal charges an Article Processing Charge
(APC) that is paid to the journal by the author, and the article is freely available for anyone to read.
Authors are not charged an APC until their submission has undergone peer review and has been
accepted by the journal. However, accepted papers will not be published until the APC is paid.
In some cases, authors may be eligible for various discounts or even complete waiver of fees. The
following information is intended to help authors navigate the possible avenues to help them get
discounts, reduced fees, and possible reimbursement of the Open Access APC.

ISAKOS Membership
ISAKOS Members are eligible for a 100% discount on APCs. If you are a current up-to-date member of
ISAKOS, you will be prompted to confirm this during your manuscript submission process. For more
information about the specific APCs for various JISAKOS article types, and the discounts available to
ISAKOS members, please see this page: https://www.isakos.com/JISAKOS/Open-Access
This video walks you through the process of getting a member discount on your APC invoice. Authors,
after their papers are accepted, will receive a link to the rights and access form. We strongly
recommend you watch this video prior to submitting your article.
https://supportcontent.elsevier.com/Support%20Hub/Journals/29789_Society_membership_Oct_29_2
020.mp4

Transformative Agreements
Many institutions have agreements with publishers which provide discounts on APCs for employees and
researchers at that institution. You can check here to see if your institution has a current agreement
with Elsevier, the publisher of JISAKOS:
https://www.elsevier.com/open-access/agreements

Research4Life Waivers and Discounts for Developing Countries
Elsevier, the publisher of JISAKOS, participates in Research4Life, a program that provides financial
assistance to career researchers and authors from certain developing countries, based on WHO criteria.
More information about Research4Life is here: https://www.elsevier.com/authors/openaccess/choice#waivers
You can check to see if your country is on the World Health Organization eligibility list here:
https://www.research4life.org/access/eligibility/

Additional Resources
In addition, some institutions do have internal budgets to help reimburse their researchers and
employees for publishing in open access journals. We recommend you inquire with your institution to
see such resources exist, and how to apply for them.
Thank you for your interest in JISAKOS!

